Mon-Fri, after 4 pm

- bus leaves DTC at the DTC 25 minutes after the hour.

Supplemental service is in addition to the regular Mon-Fri service, and operates year-round. These runs do not "flow-through" to Route 5.

- Sat:
  - First bus leaves DTC at 7:15 am; last bus leaves DTC at 7:15 pm.
  - 30-minute service ends at the conclusion of the 5:45 pm run. It then has hourly service with runs departing the DTC at 6:15 pm and 7:15 pm.

Mon - Fri

- First bus leaves DTC at 6:15 am; last bus leaves DTC at 8:25 pm. The 7:55 pm run will NOT operate during OSU's Winter, Spring and Summer breaks. Runs beginning after 4 pm will depart the DTC 25 and 55 minutes after the hour.